Long Legged Bunny/Mouse
By Clare Blackmore Davies

Instructions: Bunny/Mouse
1. Use ½ cm seam allowance throughout.
2. Placing right sides together, sew both ears, both
arms and both legs.
3. Turn through ears and press, turn through arms and
and legs and stuff firmly to 2cm below their tops.
4. Work one side of the body at a time. Place arm
(facing inwards) in top dart on body piece and sew
into place.
5. Sew bottom dart of body, place leg where the dart joins (facing inwards) and sew through
all layers across leg, Small blue arrows on pattern show where to stop stitching.
6. Work one side of the head at a time, fold ears and place (facing inwards) in dart on head
piece. Sew into place. Repeat for other side of the head.
7. Still working one side at a time, sew head to body pieces.
8. Once the two sides of the bunny/bear are complete, place them right sides together and
starting from the top of the head pin them together matching all seams, move legs, arms
and ears and ears out of the way as you pin so they end up gathered together at the
opening on the back seam.
9. Turn the whole body and head through and stuff
10. Sew back seam by hand to close.
Instructions: Clothing
1. Cut pieces from coloured cotton
2. Fold the long edges of the straps in toward the centre iron then fold in half so raw edges
are hidden. Iron and sew a line of straight stitch along the centre of the strap.
3. Place bib pieces right sides together, insert one end of each strap at either side of the
short edge. Sew round up one long side, across the short edge where the straps are and
down the other long side.
4. Turn through and iron.
5. Skirt: Sew short edges together and hem one long
edge adding any lace or trim. turn top down and
stitch.
6. Shorts: Working one leg at a time, fold right sides
together and sew short seam. Turn one leg right side
out, place inside the other leg and sew curved seams
from centre front to centre back. Turn up hems and
turn down top edge and sew both with a line of
straight stitch.
7. Attach bib at centre front, cross straps at back and
sew into place either side of back seam.
8. Stitch buttons on bib front where straps join.
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Legs
Cut x 4
Bunny Ears
Cut x 4
(2 contrast for inner ear)

Mouse Ears
Cut x 4
(2 contrast for inner ear)
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Arms
Cut x 4

Head
Cut x 2

Body
Cut x 2
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 FOLD 

Dungaree / Dress Bib
Cut x 2

Dungaree Shorts / Dress
Cut x 4

Dungaree / Dress Straps
Cut x 2
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